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INDUCTION/ORIENTATION PROGRAMME
This involved a sign up session where an information pack was give, a medical exam, and a day
long induction session. Things such as food and communication difficulties were discussed. And
the medical exam was a tuberculosis screening.
ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE
The teaching was mainly in smaller classes of around 30 students. More like the seminars at
Manchester and active participation is encouraged. In most of my classes participation counted as
part of the grade, sometimes up to 20%. Some homework was given but not a lot. Usually there was
2 exams per course, sometimes 3, however these were multiple choice, or occasionally short
answers (short answers being 4/5 lines). The courses were easy to access, even the fully enrolled
courses, the international office was able to get me onto after going in to see them. Textbooks
weren’t essential either.
MBS INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
Support was good.
MBS SECOND YEAR MEETINGS
Any additional information that could have been useful
HOST INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
Support was good, sometimes a little unreliable in getting back to me, but if emails were sent again
usually I had a response. Gave a lot of help on getting me onto courses which were already fully
enrolled.
ACCOMMODATION
Accommodation was good. Was in Baker Hall East, which had good recreation facilities, was close
to lecture halls, right by the bus stop, close to shops and bars on High Street. Also Baker Hall is a
hall which allows non freshman students so there was a good mix of both freshman students, and
student more around my age.
DESTINATION INFORMATION AND OVERALL EXPERIENCE
Ohio State is a great university. There’s not however much of a city, Columbus is mainly
businesses rather than shops etc, but there’s a few nice malls for shopping. Campus is huge, but

really nice and easy to find your way around. Transport is good, with free buses around campus and
around Columbus itself. For travelling the airport is about 10 minutes from the campus, as is a
Greyhound station. Social life is different to England, but just as good. As most of the people I met
were under 21 social life consisted of off campus house parties rather than bars and clubs - but this
is an American college thing also. The football is also a huge part of the social life in the fall
quarter. Winter quarter was a little quieter because of the weather - really really cold and lots of
snow from about January until March so be prepared to be inside a lot more. The local students
were really friendly, and made a lot of effort to make friends and were interested because I was
English so it was really easy to fit in and meet people.
DESCRIBE IN ONE SENTENCE YOUR YEAR ABROAD
Possibly the best year of university so far.

